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1.  Items that must be followed carefully

The spots as shown below are attached with cards that generate high voltage. Other 

personnel than the service man approved by Tajima should not open the covers. You 

could get an electric shock of high voltage.

Daily maintenance (cleaning, lubrication, greasing, inspection) should be performed by 

personnel who has been trained properly.

"Repair" and "Replacement of electrical component" must be done only by the service 

personnel assigned and trained by Tajima or qualified technician. (Consult your 

distributor.)

When starting operation again, attach all the detached covers as they originally were.

Perform daily maintenance (cleaning, lubrication, greasing, inspection). Neglect of daily 

maintenance could cause troubles. Damage due to neglect of daily maintenance may be 

judged as "Outside the scope of warranty".

If the machine is not used for a long period, turn the power switch ON in regular intervals. 

Although each card of the machine has a backup battery, data may be lost for about one 

month because voltage of the battery will come down gradually due to discharge when 

power switch is turned off.

Assure enough illumination. Assure 300 lux or more for working areas including 

underneath part of the machine table when changing under threads or performing daily 

maintenance.

Do not turn ON the power with the main shaft fixed. The machine could be broken.

! DANGER

! WARNING

! CAUTION
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2.  Cleaning

Clean each section by using a commercially available cleaning tool or brush (accessory). Using of an 

Vacuum cleaner or an Air compressor will facilitate working.

Main cleaning spots are indicated by an arrow in the figure below. If dirt is highly visible at other spots 

besides these spots, clean up there accordingly.

(1) ATH, rotary hook

When performing cleaning, be sure to turn off the power switch. You could be injured 

seriously by being entangled in the machine.

! WARNING

An example when using an air compressor

Cleaning cycle: Every day
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(2) Head

(3) Drive system

Brush
An example when using a cleaner

Cleaning cycle: Once a week

Cleaning cycle: Once a week

An example when using an air compressor
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3.  Lubrication

Select TF oil (packed with the machine), or the equivalent (viscosity grade = equivalent to VG20) to 

this one for use.

To perform lubrication, use the oiler (accessory) and its nozzle (accessory).

(1) Rotary hook

There are 2 lubricating spots (lubrication hole and raceway at the hook). When lubricating to the 

lubrication hole, attach the nozzle (accessory) to the tip of the oiler. Cut the tip of the nozzle 

according to necessary length.

To perform lubrication of the machine, turn off the power switch. You may sustain severe 

injuries due to being entangled by moving machine units.

! WARNING

In case of single-head 

machine

Nozzle

Oiler

Oiler

Race

Lubrication hole

Lubrication cycle: Once/5 to 6 hours
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(2) Inside of head

Wick

Needle bar drive

Lever, connecting rod

Needle bar

Lever

Connecting rod

Needle bar

Lubrication cycle: Once/week

 shaft
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(3) Inside of cylinder bed (Single-head machine)      

(4) Inside of slim cylinder bed (TFMX-IIC TYPE-2)        

Rotary hook shaft

Lubrication cycle: Once/week

Rotary hook shaft

Lubrication cycle: Once/week
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4.  Greasing

[Items specified by Tajima]

Grease manufacturer: NIPPON GREASE CO.,LTD.

URL: http://www.nippon-grease.co.jp/

During machine greasing, turn off the power switch. You may sustain severe injuries due to 

being entangled by moving machine units.

Use a grease specified (described below) by Tajima or equivalent to keep the lubricity 

inside of the head normally. Use of the grease except these could cause trouble due to 

deterioration of the lubricity. Regarding how to obtain it, consult the distributor.

Item name Item No. Base oil Thickener

GREASE :KING STAR EP 

NO.2 :400G
750103004000

Refined minaral oil (about 

75%)

Lithium soap

(about 15%)

SPRAY GREASE :NIG LUBE 

PG :300ML
750104001000 Olefinic synthetic oil Lithium soap

! WARNING

CAUTION!

!
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(1) Head

Greasing spot Greasing cycle Grease to use

Bearing case [*1]

*1: Grease into the hole in the bearing case by using syringe.

Once/3 months
SPRAY GREASE :NIG LUBE 

PG :300MLRoller, Cam

Bearing case lid

Hole

Bearing case

Bearing case

Cam

Cam

Roller
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(2) Rotary hook base, Cylinder bed

(3) ATH Cam, Gear (applicable to 2 or more head machine only)

Greasing spot Greasing cycle Grease to use

Gear Once/3 months
GREASE :KING STAR EP NO.2 

:400G

Greasing spot Greasing cycle Grease to use

ATH cam, gear Once/3 months
GREASE :KING STAR EP NO.2 

:400G

Gear

TFMX-IIC TYPE-2

Single-head machine, 

Gear

Rotary hook base

Cylinder bed

TFMX(L)

Slim cylinder bed

ATH cam Gear
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5.  Inspection, Repair

Before inspection, be sure to turn off the original power supply. Some circuits are still 

applied voltage eve if the original power supply was turned off. Wait until these circuits are 

completely out of voltage (4 minutes) and then start working.

Inspection Point Action Inspection Cycle

Attaching of each type of cover Attach all the covers.

At start of working

Setting condition of embroidery 

thread
Set it correctly.

Check breakage and/or bent of 

needle.
Replace the needle.

Lubricating condition of each 

section
Lubricate.

Automatic lubrication system Refill oil.

Belt tension (main shaft, X/Y 

drive system)
Consult the distributor. Once/3 months

Before repairing the machine, be sure to turn off the original power supply. Some circuits 

are still applied voltage eve if the original power supply was turned off. Wait until these 

circuits are completely out of voltage (4 minutes) and then start working.

If the machine needs the repair, the repair must be done only by the service personnel 

assigned and trained by Tajima or qualified technician. (Consult your distributor.) Do not 

change the specification nor modify the parts of the machine without due consultation with 

Tajima. Such modification may have the risk against the operational safety.

When restarting the machine after repairs, attach all covers etc. which were removed for 

repair operation.

For the repair, use Tajima genuine parts for replacement.

! WARNING

! WARNING

! CAUTION
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6. Adjusting Thread Tension

To make finishing of embroidery beautiful or to  perform efficient works by reducing the thread 

breakage, adjust the tension (tensile strength) of  upper/under thread adequately. 

6-1.  Under thread tension

(1) When not using a measuring gauge

When the bobbin case is pulled up and down lightly in the state of the under thread hooked to 

neither the thread guide coil nor the thread guide L, the standard tension moves the bobbin case 

down slowly.

[When adjusting]

Loosening the screw will make the tension looser. Tightening it will make the tension tighter.

Under thread

Thread guide coil

Under thread

Thread guide L 

Screw
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(2) When using a measuring gauge

Introduced hereunder are gauges to measure the tension of the upper/under thread. Please 

make good use of them (sold separately).

The standard under thread tension is 20 to 35 g.

Upper/under thread tension measuring gauge

Part name: UTG

Under thread tension measuring gauge

Part name: BTG (common use for  jumbo/regular 

rotary hook)
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6-2.  Upper thread tension

Adjust the upper thread tension with the thread apart from the upper thread lock.

(1) Remove entangling of the thread at the 1st tension. It is all right that only light tension is applied 

here.

(2) Adjust at the 2nd tension while pulling out the thread so that the tension becomes 100 to 130 g.

In the state of the upper thread entangled

3

Scale
(Tension value)

Loosen.

Tighten.

Second tension

First tension

Upper thread lock

Standard value

The tension values in the above list are rough 

standards. Perform fine adjustment according to the 

finish of stitching.

Thread (d/2) Tension value (g)

Rayon 120 110 to 130

Polyester 120 100 to 110

UTG
[*1]

[*1] Upper/under thread tension measuring gauge
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